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1. Abstract

Architecture, Music and Dance are distinct forms of art that have influenced and complemented each
other throughout the centuries. The qualities they share are numerous, but the way we experience them lies
within the element of rhythm. It is thought that producing or participating in the aesthetic experience may
be creative and revelatory, “a means to self-transcendence that can disclose the sacred in the familiar and
ordinary.” Can understanding and utilizing rhythm expand one’s happiness and creativity? There is strong
reason to believe that we can use rhythm in Architecture, Music and Dance to encourage innovation,
creativity and a better quality of life.
Architecture, Music and Dance share many intrinsic qualities. They reflect what is happening in our culture,
challenge our perceptions and inspire our creativity. But, underneath the surface there is a powerful force
called rhythm that shapes the way we experience the arts. It begins with earliest stages of training with
the endless repetition of barre exercises, musical scales or drawing of architectural lines, then culminates
in a final “presentation” or “performance.” This is where we see rhythm come to life through a patterned
recurrence of specific features. Relationships develop between a dance’s series of steps, lines of a musical
score or forms of a building’s composition giving the arts more subtle, prosaic meaning.
Through neuroscience research, we’ve learned that the brain also perceives rhythm. In fact, the body
receives a wealth of information from the outside world then merges it with its own natural rhythms to
produce creative thought, put things in order and send messages to our muscles. Studies show the brain
also understands rhythm through the element of expectation.
Rhythm’s intrinsic qualities of movement, repetition and pattern are primarily sensed by the eyes and ears (and
sometimes touch) and evoke in us an internal pulse and organization producing a deep emotive external
response. They are discriminated by the mind while tapping into our natural biological rhythms instilled in us
at birth. Rhythm is at the center of our being and our evolution. Rhythm heightens our experiences, brings
people together and helps us better understand life.
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